
 

I am Virgin (2010)

SYNOPSIS:

One lonely man, six billion sex-crazed vampires. Be careful what you wish for!

REVIEW: 

I am Virgin, directed by Sean Skelding is recent film marketed as a

horror comedy sort of spoof on the "I am Legend" concept. The time is is

the future when all that is left is a population of sex starved vampires....6

billion to be exact. Strangely enough though is in this film they don't do

much vampiring with every 10 minutes consisting of soft porn segments.

Lesbians on lesbians, naked bodies, male vampires on 3 girls action and

well you get the drift. The focal point of the film stars Adam Elliott Davis

as Robbie in who we are told is the last living virgin. Now it doesn't take

too much thought to imagine the set up as he complains online about his

virginity and then at every turn sees another sex act being performed.

Its also not like he isn't the star of opportunity as hot female fang wearing

minxes chase him about asking for sex and pleasure. Alone with his dog

and a gun in hand, he explores the local city much like Charleton Heston

from Omega Man.

What is funny about this, is that he becomes a voyeur to all these acts as

they are taking place. Another thing that's humorous is that all the

leftover vampires sport perfect bodies in perfect shape and seem to do

nothing more than have sex with each other. As a film there isn't much of

a plot, but a film like this isn't really meant for that anyways. The acts are

just a shade away from real porn with the exception of not showing any

penetration per dark shadows and careful camera placements.
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My original impression was that this was to be more on the side of horror

comedy, maybe even with a touch of a "Scary Movie" direction. Though

viewers should be informed that it's really a horror erotica release. I'm

not calling it a bad thing because of that...just that it's good to know the

direction of what your buying or renting. The fact is..... that the scenes

are smokin hot and highly erotic for fans of the genre. The "last man in

the world" scenario and it being of a "horror theme" are only residual

elements here.

Sam seems obsessed with 2 things....his blog and sex. For some reason

the internet still works but because he's the only one on it he is considered

the #1 site in the world. Second, he goes home and obsesses about sex

and yet has a hard time acting on it when he's exposed to it. By the end of

the film he is well within his comfort zone with beautiful sensual babes

offering all kinds of favorites and sex acts to him like a Greek god.

The movie is helmed by Cheezy Flicks entertainment who from what I

could gather are the creators or delve in similar type soft horror porn

releases. I am Virgin is fun but erotic driven. The cast is mostly first

timers who sport titles like "porn store vampire" or "pool playing

vampire". I'm not sure if that's gonna be a resume clincher but it may

land them plenty of gigs in this portion of the horror genre.

I won't make excuses as there is plenty a market for this kind of

stuff...but if its the horror your really wanting then you might want to stay

in the mainstream. Often these films pay homage to the 70s style french

releases that included tons of nudity and vampire lore. The difference is

the plots and scripts were actually a main element to the film where these

films leave that aspect mostly by the wayside. Final word....hot, erotic
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and with smoking vampire on vampire action!
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